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This IBM® Redpaper™ publication describes a set of benchmarks comparing an IBM CICS® 
web services workload running in various configuration scenarios. 

This paper starts with an IBM CICS Transaction Server (CICS TS) V5.2 benchmark running 
on an IBM zEnterprise® EC12 (zEC12), and shows the performance characteristics of that 
same workload running on a similarly configured IBM z13™ (z13). We then compare the 
same workload running on IBM CICS TS V5.3 and demonstrate the performance benefits of 
CICS TS V5.3 as compared with CICS TS V5.2 for various scenarios, including Secure 
Sockets Layer (SSL), Application Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS), and 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). Also covered is a comparison between CICS using SSL 
and CICS using AT-TLS for a configuration handling web service requests. 

The intended audience for this paper is CICS systems programmers and capacity planners 
who have responsibility for evaluating potential benefits of migrating to a new release of 
CICS TS V5.3.

CICS TS configuration

For demonstration purposes, we have chosen the CICS configuration shown in Figure 1 on 
page 2 to use as a performance benchmark.
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Figure 1   CICS TS configuration

CICS was set up with a CICS terminal-owning region (TOR) (an Internet Gateway-owning 
region or routing region), where all of the TCP/IP sessions connect using one of the three 
following CICS TCP/IP services:

� A CICS TCP/IP service configured for SSL sessions
� A CICS TCP/IP service configured for basic HTTP
� A CICS TCP/IP service configured for HTTP and associated with a port requiring AT-TLS

For all of these CICS TS V5.2 configurations, the web service request entered the CICS TOR 
and was handled by the CWXN (web attach) transaction to establish the context, and then by 
the CPIH (HTTP pipeline handler) transaction for the web service pipeline handling.

When using CICS TS V5.3, efficiencies in the code eliminated the need for the CWXN 
transaction when not using SSL. The benefit of this is described in “HTTP non-persistent 
session CICS TS V5.2 versus CICS TS V5.3”.

The target program specified in the web service request was defined as being a remote 
program in a CICS application-owning region (AOR) in the same logical partition (LPAR) 
connected using a multi-region operation/cross-memory (MRO/XM) connection. The 
application program in this case has minimal business logic and only changes the received 
data and returns it. 

For both SSL and AT-TLS, the same cipher was used: 000A - 168-bit SSL 
SSL_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA.
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Hardware and software configuration

The hardware and software configuration is defined in this section.

Hardware

The hardware configuration was as follows:

� IBM zEnterprise EC12 model HA1 (machine type 2827)
� Crypto Express4 CCA Coprocessor (CEX4C)
� IBM z13 model NE1 (machine type 2964)
� Crypto Express5S CCA Coprocessor (CEX5C)
� LPAR with three dedicated CPs for system under test
� LPAR with three dedicated CPs for network driver
� Internal Coupling Facility (ICF)

Software

The software configuration was as follows:

� CICS Transaction Server V5.2 and V5.3
� IBM z/OS® V2R1 
� IBM Workload Simulator for z/OS (WSim)

CICS configuration parameters

CICS configuration parameter settings were as follows:

� MN=ON
� MNPER=ON
� INTTR=ON
� SYSTR=ON
� SSLDELAY=0     (full handshake)
� SSLDELAY=600 (partial handshake) 
� SEC=YES
� XTRAN=YES

For a full description of CICS configuration parameters, see The system initialization 
parameter descriptions and summary in the IBM Knowledge Center:

http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSGMCP_5.3.0/com.ibm.cics.ts.sysdefinit
ion.doc/topics/dfha2_sitparm_descriptions.html
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Target application program

In this benchmark, the routing region manages the web services pipeline and then executes 
the target application in another CICS region, connected using an MRO/XM connection. The 
application has little logic in it. It issues the EXEC CICS GET CONTAINER application 
programming interface (API) command to receive the incoming data structure (see 
Example 1), which has been converted from the original XML by the pipeline.

Example 1   Incoming data structure

01 RECEIVED-DATASTRUCTURE.            
  02 JB1                     PIC X(80).
  02 JB2                     PIC X(80).
  02 JB3                     PIC X(80).
  02 JB4                     PIC X(80).
  02 JB5                     PIC X(80).
  02 JB6                     PIC X(80).
  02 JB7                     PIC X(80).
  02 JB8                     PIC X(80).
  02 JB9                     PIC X(80).
  02 JB10                    PIC X(80).

The application then builds a similar data structure, places it in the designated response 
container, and then issues the EXEC CICS RETURN API command.

The data flows back to the routing region, where the pipeline converts it back to XML and 
sends it back to the client.

Configurations

This section describes the scenarios used for this web services benchmark. Each benchmark 
used the same CICS startup parameters and applications, but TCP/IP connectivity had 
various configurations, as listed in the following sections. 

SSL full handshake
In this scenario, the web service request arrives over an SSL port. The connection is 
non-persistent, so when the request is complete, the connection is closed. The next request 
coming in needs to make a new connection and, because SSLDELAY=0 was specified in the 
CICS startup parameters, no SSL ID caching takes place, and a full SSL handshake needs to 
be executed. Full handshakes take place on the cryptographic coprocessor, and the activity 
can be seen in the IBM Resource Measurement Facility™ (RMF™) Monitor I report. CPU 
time for handshakes and encryption/decryption are charged to the S8 task control blocks 
(TCBs) in the CICS address space when using SSL. 

Note: Given that the business logic in this application is insignificant, any performance 
improvements demonstrated in this paper are relevant to the system infrastructure only. 
This needs to be considered when mapping these improvements to other systems to 
predict CPU savings. 
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SSL partial handshake
An SSL partial handshake takes place when the connection is non-persistent but the 
SSLDELAY parameter has been set to a value other than 0. In this case, SSLDELAY=600 was 
used, and so when the request coming in makes a new connection, it finds that an SSL ID for 
this connection has been cached by CICS. Therefore, a partial handshake can be used 
instead of a full handshake. Partial handshakes are performed in the software, so no activity 
appears on the cryptographic coprocessor.

SSL persistent connection 
In this scenario, all connections are persistent, so all the requests arrive over already 
established connections. In this case, no handshakes other than for the first request takes 
place. The only requirement is encryption/decryption for the payload. 

AT-TLS full handshake
AT-TLS is different from a CICS perspective, as compared with using SSL. With AT-TLS, 
TCP/IP handles the handshake and encryption/decryption rather than CICS. CICS accepts 
the request on a CICS HTTP listener rather than an SSL listener, because all of the security 
work has been done in the TCP/IP address space. The AT-TLS handshake has the same 
concept as the SSL handshake, in that no SSL ID is cached and a full handshake is required 
for each new connection. With AT-TLS, CPU usage moves from the CICS address space to 
the TCP/IP address space. 

AT-TLS partial handshake
A partial handshake can be used for a new AT-TLS connection if an SSL ID has been 
previously cached for this connection. SSL IDs are cached by TCP/IP when using AT-TLS by 
specifying a nonzero GSK_V3_SIDCACHE_SIZE parameter in the AT-TLS policy. In this case, we 
used 1024 entries.

AT-TLS persistent connection
In this scenario, all of the connections are persistent, so all requests arrive over already 
established connections. In this case, no handshakes other than for the first request took 
place. All that is required is the encryption/decryption for the payload, which was executed by 
the TCP/IP address space. 

HTTP non-persistent connection
In this scenario, the requests arrive over non-persistent connections. No SSL or AT-TLS 
security takes place. Each new request makes a new HTTP connection. 

HTTP persistent connection
In this scenario, all of the requests arrive over persistent connections, so the cost of making 
and closing connections is eliminated. No SSL or AT-TLS security takes place.
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Methodology

IBM Workload Simulator for z/OS (WSim) was used to drive transactions in a CICS region 
running on a different LPAR from the system under test. These transactions used the 
EXEC CICS INVOKE SERVICE API command to execute a web service in the target CICS region. 
The LPAR supporting the requesting application was connected to the LPAR supporting the 
server CICS region using a 10 Gb Open Systems Adapter (OSA) card.

The workload was allowed to reach a steady transaction rate, and then RMF and CICS 
statistics were used to collect performance data for the measurement period. The rate at 
which work is driven into CICS is varied by adjusting the WSim user think time interval (UTI). 
The UTI value represents the delay between a simulated client receiving a response, and 
then sending the next request into CICS. Clearly, a large think time results in a low rate of 
transactions in CICS. Reducing the UTI increases the rate at which work is driven into the 
CICS environment. Following the measurement period, the UTI was reduced so that the 
transaction rate increased. After another stabilization interval, data for another measurement 
period was collected.

This process was repeated five times so that we had a range of transaction rates for each 
configuration. The same set of think times were used for each configuration, resulting in the 
same set of transaction rates for each comparable measurement point. The data from all of 
these points is included in the tables in this paper.

Tools

During the benchmark sampling period, the following tools were used.

RMF Monitor I
RMF Monitor I was used to record system resource usage, including CPU, DASD, and 
storage. It was also used with the Workload Manager (WLM) configuration to record the CPU, 
transaction rates, and response times for CICS service classes and report classes. System 
Management Facility (SMF) records 70 - 79 are written on an interval basis and can be 
post-processed using the RMF utility program, ERBRMFPP. 

CICS TS statistics
CICS statistics were used to monitor and report CICS resource usage including CPU, 
storage, file accesses, and so on.

CICS interval statistics have most of the counters reset at the start of the interval so that any 
resource consumption reported only relates to the measurement period being observed. 
Interval statistics can be activated by using the CEMT SET STATISTICS command. However, 
when you set this, the first interval can be adjusted to a shorter time so that all intervals are 
synchronized to the STATEOD parameter. For example, if you were to use the CEMT command to 
set the interval to 15 minutes at 10 past the hour, the first interval would expire in 5 minutes so 
that all future intervals line up on 15-minute wall clock boundaries. The values in this first 
report could also be associated with a much longer period, depending on the time of the last 
reset.

Another alternative to using interval statistics is to use CEMT to reset the counters and then, at 
the end of the measurement period, use CEMT to record all of the statistics. Resetting the 
statistics requires a change of state from ON to OFF or from OFF to ON. To make sure this occurs, 
the following commands (see Example 2 on page 7) are an example of resetting the statistics 
in the AOR in this configuration.
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Example 2   CEMT command for resetting statistics 

F CICSA001,CEMT SET STAT OFF RESET
F CICSA001,CEMT SET STAT ON RESET
Measurement period is between the RESET and the RECORD 
F CICSA001,CEMT PERFORM STAT ALL RECORD 

Regardless of whether statistics is ON or OFF, when a PERFORM STAT ALL RECORD command is 
issued, a statistics record will be written.

CICS statistics are written as SMF 110 subtype 2 records and can be post-processed using 
the CICS statistics utility program, DFHSTUP, or CICS Performance Analyzer (CICS PA).

Terms used 

This section describes the terms used in the results tables:

Messages per second The arrival rate of web service requests into the CICS region. This 
is equivalent to the CPIH transaction count per second.

TOR CPU% The percent of 1 CP that is being used by the CICS region to which 
all the clients are attached. This is as reported by RMF Monitor I 
under the “---APPL %---” heading for that report class. This region 
might also be known as a routing region.

AOR CPU% The percent of 1 CP that is being used by the CICS region in which 
the target application program resides. This is as reported by RMF 
Monitor I under the “---APPL %---” heading for that report class.

TCP/IP CPU% The percent of 1 CP that is being used by the TCP/IP address 
space. This is as reported by RMF Monitor I under the “---APPL 
%---” heading for that report class.

Response (ms) The average CICS internal transaction response time in 
milliseconds as reported by RMF Monitor I in the TOR report class.

CPU per Msg (µs) The average CPU time in microseconds calculated by adding all of 
the CPU used by the two CICS regions and the TCP/IP address 
space, then dividing by messages (msg) per second. One 
message represents one invocation of the target application 
program.

CICS web owning region CPU usage
The CPU usage for the region where the web service requests are 
processed by a pipeline and then routed to the target application 
running in the AOR. There is no application code run in this region. 
This is reported by RMF Monitor I for the report class for that 
region.
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zEC12 versus z13

This section shows the results from running the SSL full handshake configuration on the 
zEC12 and then on the z13. The following tables show the data collected from the five 
different measurement points. The average shows the average number of microseconds of 
CPU per web service request, including both CICS regions and the TCP/IP address space.

Table 1 shows the performance data collected from the five different measurement points for 
the CICS TS V5.2 on zEC12 configuration.

Table 1   CICS TS V5.2 on zEC12

The average CPU usage per message shown in Table 1 is 1210 microseconds.

Table 2 shows the performance data collected from the five different measurement points for 
the CICS TS V5.2 on z13 configuration.

Table 2   CICS TS V5.2 on z13 

The average CPU usage per message (Table 2) is 1076 microseconds.

Messages 
per second TOR CPU % AOR CPU% TCP/IP CPU% Response (ms)

CPU per Msg 
(µs)

416 44.11 4.48 2.21 37 1221

500 52.97 5.37 2.64 37 1219

555 58.32 5.96 2.93 37 1210

714 74.92 7.66 3.74 37 1208

1000 103.63 10.37 4.99 37 1193

Messages 
per second TOR CPU% AOR CPU% TCP/IP CPU % Response (ms)

CPU per Msg 
(µs)

416 41.18 3.71 1.47 30 1090

500 47.97 4.45 1.75 29 1084

555 52.52 4.93 1.94 29 1070

714 68.01 6.35 2.49 29 1076

1000 93.99 8.88 3.44 28 1063
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Figure 2 shows CPU usage for CICS and TCP/IP address spaces.

Figure 2   CPU usage for CICS and TCP/IP address spaces

Taking the average CPU used per message from the five measurement points shown in the 
tables (Table 1 on page 8 and Table 2 on page 8), we see 1210 microseconds on the zEC12 
reduces to 1076 microseconds on the z13. Although this equates to an 11% drop in 
CPU/message for this particular workload, other internal IBM CICS workloads have shown up 
to a 30% reduction in CPU for the same hardware move.

Using the IBM Large System Performance Reference (LSPR)1 to calculate what the reduction 
should be, shows it to be 10% for a workload with an average relative nest intensity (RNI). 

To demonstrate the use of the LSPR for making this prediction, snippets of the relative 
internal throughput rate (ITR) tables from the LSPR for the relevant machines have been 
included. 

Figure 3 shows the use of LSPR for the z13. 

Figure 3   z13 using LSPR for making predictions

The relative ITR for processor 2964-703 for the Average RNI is 8.30. Therefore, the CPU per 
transaction must be (3 CPs / 8.3) = 0.361 seconds of CPU/transaction.

1  Large Systems Performance Reference for IBM z Systems 
https://www.ibm.com/servers/resourcelink/lib03060.nsf/pages/lsprindex?OpenDocument
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Figure 4 shows zEnterprise EC12 using LSPR.

Figure 4   zEnterprise EC12 using LSPR for making predictions

Making the same calculation with the relative ITR for the 2827-703 processor in Figure 4, we 
get (3 CPs / 7.42) = 0.404 seconds of CPU/transaction. This means that the CPU should 
reduce to 0.361/0.404 (89.5%) of the original, which is exactly what is seen in the data 
collected during this benchmark. 

In addition to a better ITR with the z13, the new Express 5 Cryptographic Coprocessors on 
the z13 have better performance than the Express 4, and so SSL handshaking is faster. See 
Figure 5.

Figure 5   Cryptographic CCA Coprocessor

The values in Figure 5 show the better execution times and the lower utilization for the same 
rate of handshaking between the two versions of coprocessor. Faster coprocessors contribute 
to the better CICS internal response times shown on the z13.

-------- CRYPTOGRAPHIC CCA COPROCESSOR ----     
                    -------- TOTAL ----------------   KEY-GEN     
TYPE     ID RATE  EXEC TIME  UTIL%     RATE      
CEX5C   0   0.00           0.000         0.0         0.00      
               6 2020          0.158       32.0         0.00      
               7   0.00           0.000         0.0         0.00      
               8   1012          0.240       24.2         0.00 

-------- CRYPTOGRAPHIC CCA COPROCESSOR ----   
                   -------- TOTAL ----------------- KEY-GEN   
TYPE   ID   RATE  EXEC TIME  UTIL%       RATE    
CEX4C   0   0.00        0.000           0.0          0.00    
               6   1012       0.512         51.8          0.00    
               7   2020    0.422         85.3          0.00    
               8   0.00        0.000           0.0          0.00 
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CICS TS V5.3 performance improvements

The following areas of CICS TS V5.3 have had performance enhancements made that have 
contributed to the benchmark results in this section:

� General improvements
� CICS monitoring
� CICS trace facility
� MRO session management
� Default level of TLS used by CICS
� SSL
� CWXN transaction
� AT-TLS aware support

SSL full handshake CICS TS V5.2 versus CICS TS V5.3

This section compares the workload when SSL was used and there were no persistent 
sessions; each connection therefore required an SSL handshake. In this scenario, there was 
no SSL ID caching, so each connection executed an SSL full handshake.

Table 3 shows the performance data for CICS TS V5.2 with SSL full handshake.

Table 3   CICS TS V5.2 with SSL full handshake

The average CPU usage per message (Table 3) is 1094 microseconds.

Table 4 shows the performance data for CICS TS V5.3 with SSL full handshake.

Table 4   CICS TS V5.3 with SSL full handshake

The average CPU usage per message (Table 4) is 965 microseconds.

Messages 
per second TOR CPU% AOR CPU% TCP/IP CPU% Response (ms)

CPU per Msg 
(µs)

416 40.80 3.71 1.56 32 1107

500 48.45 4.45 1.86 31 1095

556 54.38 4.95 2.09 31 1104

714 68.43 6.37 2.65 31 1084

1000 94.66 8.91 3.64 30 1092

Messages 
per second TOR CPU% AOR CPU% TCP/IP CPU% Response (ms)

CPU per Msg 
(µs)

416 35.61 3.49 1.50 26 975

500 42.83 4.19 1.67 27 973

556 47.45 4.66 1.99 25 973

714 60.66 5.99 2.54 25 969

1000 82.04 8.36 3.50 21 939
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Figure 6 shows the CPU used only by the CICS region that handles the TCP/IP connections 
and runs the web services pipeline. At the highest transaction rate taken from the tables, the 
reduction in CPU per transaction when using CICS TS V5.3 is approximately 12%. 

Figure 6   CICS web owning region CPU usage for SSL full handshake

Among other optimizations, in this configuration CICS TS V5.3 benefited from a reduction in 
the number of TCB switches needed and from the use of TLS1.2 instead of TLS1.0, both 
contributing to an improved response time, as shown in our results (see Table 3 on page 11 
and Table 4 on page 11).

HTTP non-persistent session CICS TS V5.2 versus CICS TS V5.3

This section compares the workload when HTTP connections are used between the client 
and the server. There were no persistent connections, so each request made and terminated 
a connection.

Table 5 shows the performance data for CICS TS V5.2 with HTTP non-persistent sessions.

Table 5   CICS TS V5.2 with HTTP non-persistent sessions

The average CPU usage per message shown in Table 5 is 576 microseconds.
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Messages 
per second TOR CPU% AOR CPU% TCP/IP CPU% Response (ms)

CPU per Msg 
(µs)

416 19.72 3.41 0.64 1 571

500 23.93 4.14 0.80 1 577

556 26.58 4.60 0.89 1 583

714 34.13 5.91 1.13 1 576

1000 47.83 8.26 1.56 1 576
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Table 6 shows the performance data for CICS TS V5.3 with HTTP non-persistent sessions.

Table 6   CICS TS V5.3 with HTTP non-persistent sessions

The average CPU usage per message (Table 6) is 496 microseconds: a reduction of 13% 
when compared to CICS V5.2.

Figure 7 shows the CICS web owning region CPU usage with HTTP non-persistent sessions.

Figure 7   CICS web owning region CPU usage non-persistent sessions

In this scenario, the HTTP requests arriving in CICS fulfill the requirements for eliminating the 
need for the CWXN transaction. With CICS TS V5.2, there was a CWXN and a CPIH transaction 
needed for each web service request so that, at the highest message rate of 1000 per 
second, the CICS routing region was processing 2000 transactions per second. With CICS 
TS V5.3, the number of transactions needed was 1000 per second to achieve the same 
message arrival rate. Bear in mind that this might alter the average transaction profile in terms 
of CPU usage if you are making CPU per transaction calculations based on the total CPU 
used in the address space, divided by the number of executed transactions in the 
measurement period. 

When CICS performance monitoring is active, CICS TS V5.3 requires less DASD to support 
the SMF data, because half of the number of records are written. This is demonstrated in 
Figure 9 on page 15 in “AT-TLS full handshake CICS TS V5.2 versus CICS TS V5.3”.

Messages 
per second TOR CPU% AOR CPU% TCP/IP CPU% Response (ms)

CPU per Msg 
(µs)

416 16.72 3.30 0.68 <1 497

500 20.06 3.97 0.81 <1 496

556 22.37 4.42 0.90 <1 494

714 28.79 5.69 1.13 <1 498

1000 40.29 7.96 1.57 <1 498
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AT-TLS full handshake CICS TS V5.2 versus CICS TS V5.3

This section shows the comparison between CICS TS V5.2 and V5.3 when AT-TLS is used to 
encrypt data between the client and the server. Persistent connections were not used. The 
AT-TLS policy was configured with no SSL ID caching by setting GSK_V3_SIDCACHE_SIZE=0 so 
each web service request resulted in a new connection and a full SSL handshake. With 
AT-TLS, all handshaking and encryption/decryption are done in the TCP/IP address space, 
and not the CICS address space.

Table 7 shows the performance data for CICS TS V5.2 with AT-TLS full handshake.

Table 7   CICS TS V5.2 with AT-TLS full handshake

The average CPU usage per message (Table 7) is 838 microseconds.

Table 8 shows the performance data for CICS TS V5.3 with AT-TLS full handshake.

Table 8   CICS TS V5.3 with AT-TLS full handshake

The average CPU usage per message (Table 8) is 727 microseconds: a reduction of 13% 
when compared to CICS V5.2.

With this AT-TLS configuration, CICS sees the incoming data as HTTP, not HTTPS, because 
TCP/IP handles the handshaking and encryption/decryption. This means that unlike CICS in 
an SSL environment, in this scenario CICS TS V5.3 can take advantage of eliminating the 
CWXN transaction. This gives a reduction in CPU due to fewer task dispatches, but it also 
reduces DASD usage for SMF records if performance monitoring is active, because the 
number of transactions in this routing region has been halved.

Messages 
per second TOR CPU% AOR CPU% TCP/IP CPU% Response (ms)

CPU per Msg 
(µs)

416 20.02 3.72 11.17 32 839

500 24.02 4.47 13.40 31 837

556 26.74 4.96 14.93 31 838

714 34.36 6.38 19.09 31 837

1000 48.18 8.90 26.87 30 839

Messages 
per second TOR CPU% AOR CPU% TCP/IP CPU% Response (ms)

CPU per Msg 
(µs)

416 16.99 3.48 9.90 <1 730

500 20.42 4.18 11.94 <1 730

556 22.69 4.65 13.21 <1 729

714 29.11 5.98 16.84 <1 727

1000 40.29 8.35 23.71 <1 723
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The results also show a reduction in CICS internal response times for CICS TS V5.3. In CICS 
TS V5.2, the SSL handshake is done by the CWXN transaction and is executed synchronously, 
whereas in CICS TS V5.3, the handshake is completed asynchronously in the TCP/IP 
address space before CICS starts processing the request. Although overall the response 
times seen at the client might not change significantly, the reduced response time in CICS TS 
V5.3 results in fewer concurrent transactions at any one time.

Figure 8 shows the CICS web owning region CPU usage with AT-TLS full handshake.

Figure 8   CICS web owning region CPU usage with AT-TLS full handshake

Figure 9 shows cylinders of DS8800 DASD devices used over time.

Figure 9   DASD used by SMF
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CICS TS V5.3 SSL versus CICS TS V5.3 AT-TLS

This section compares the use of CICS with SSL and CICS with AT-TLS. In this scenario, no 
persistent connections were used, and no SSL ID caching was used in either case. 
Handshaking and encryption/decryption were performed in the CICS address space with SSL 
and in the TCP/IP address space with AT-TLS. 

Table 9 shows the performance data for CICS TS V5.3 with SSL full handshake.

Table 9   CICS TS V5.3 with SSL full handshake

The average CPU usage per message (Table 9) is 965 microseconds.

Table 10 shows the performance data for CICS TS V5.3 with AT-TLS full handshake.

Table 10   CICS TS V5.3 with AT-TLS full handshake

The average CPU usage per message (Table 10) is 727 microseconds: a reduction of 24% 
when compared to a CICS V5.3 SSL full handshake configuration.

Messages 
per second TOR CPU% AOR CPU% TCP/IP CPU% Response (ms)

CPU per Msg 
(µs)

416 35.61 3.49 1.50 26 975

500 42.83 4.19 1.67 27 973

556 47.45 4.66 1.99 25 973

714 60.66 5.99 2.54 25 969

1000 82.04 8.36 3.50 21 939

Messages 
per second TOR CPU% AOR CPU% TCP/IP CPU% Response (ms)

CPU per Msg 
(µs)

416 16.99 3.48 9.90 <1 730

500 20.42 4.18 11.94 <1 730

556 22.69 4.65 13.21 <1 729

714 29.11 5.98 16.84 <1 727

1000 40.29 8.35 23.71 <1 723
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Figure 10 shows the total CPU used for SSL full handshake versus AT-TLS full handshake.

Figure 10   Total CPU used for SSL full handshake versus AT-TLS full handshake

Figure 11 shows the CPU breakdown by address space.

Figure 11   CPU breakdown by address space

AT-TLS in this benchmark uses about 24% less CPU than the CICS/SSL configuration. A 
large proportion of the CPU usage has moved from the CICS address space to the TCP/IP 
address space. The AT-TLS configuration also benefits from not having to run the CWXN 
transaction, because CICS sees the connection as HTTP and is able to optimize.

Response times in the AT-TLS configuration are improved compared with SSL. This is mainly 
due to the SSL handshake being moved from being done by the CWXN transaction in CICS with 
SSL into the TCP/IP address space with AT-TLS. Response times as seen by the client might 
not show a significant change. However, reduced response times in CICS reduce transaction 
concurrency and therefore allow for further growth in throughput.
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SSL configurations 

This section shows the costs associated with the three variations of SSL usage, that is: 

1. Full handshake
2. Partial handshake
3. Encryption/decryption only 

All are based on CICS TS V5.3.

Table 11 shows performance data for the CICS TS V5.3 SSL configuration with full 
handshake.

Table 11   CICS TS V5.3 with SSL full handshake

The average CPU usage per message (Table 11) is 954 microseconds.

Table 12 shows performance data for the CICS TS V5.3 SSL configuration with partial 
handshake.

Table 12   CICS TS V5.3 with SSL partial handshake

The average CPU usage per message (Table 12) is 696 microseconds.

Messages 
per second TOR CPU% AOR CPU% TCP/IP CPU% Response (ms)

CPU per Msg 
(µs)

416 35.19 3.46 1.40 28 962

500 41.87 4.16 1.67 28 954

556 46.35 4.62 1.85 27 950

714 59.66 5.94 2.37 26 951

1000 83.96 8.31 3.32 25 955

Messages 
per second TOR CPU% AOR CPU% TCP/IP CPU% Response (ms)

CPU per Msg 
(µs)

416 24.49 3.37 0.93 3 692

500 29.60 4.06 1.12 3 695

556 33.02 4.52 1.25 3 697

714 42.52 5.81 1.61 3 699

1000 59.57 8.12 2.24 3 699
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Table 13 shows performance data for the CICS TS V5.3 SSL configuration with persistent 
sessions.

Table 13   CICS TS V5.3 with SSL persistent sessions

The average CPU usage per message (Table 13) is 456 microseconds.

Figure 12 shows the cost in microseconds of CPU associated with the various SSL 
configurations. 

Figure 12   CPU cost per request for the SSL configurations

AT-TLS configurations

This section shows the different costs associated with the three variations of AT-TLS usage, 
that is:

1. Full handshake
2. Partial handshake
3. Encryption/decryption only 

All are based on CICS TS V5.3.

Messages 
per second TOR CPU% AOR CPU% TCP/IP CPU% Response (ms)

CPU per Msg 
(µs)

416 15.60 3.11 0.27 1 456

500 18.77 3.74 0.32 1 456

556 20.81 4.17 0.35 <1 456

714 26.79 5.35 0.45 <1 456

1000 37.50 7.50 0.62 1 456
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Table 14 shows the performance data for CICS TS V5.3 with AT-TLS full handshake.

Table 14   CICS TS V5.3 with AT-TLS full handshake

The average CPU usage per message (Table 14) is 766 microseconds.

Table 15 shows the performance data for CICS TS V5.3 with AT-TLS partial handshake.

Table 15   CICS TS V5.3 with AT-TLS partial handshake

The average CPU usage per message (Table 15) is 694 microseconds.

Table 16 shows the performance data for CICS TS V5.3 AT-TLS persistent sessions.

Table 16   CICS TS V5.3 with AT-TLS persistent sessions

The average CPU usage per message (Table 16) is 405 microseconds.

Figure 13 on page 21 shows the cost in microseconds of CPU per request associated with 
the various AT-TLS configurations.

Messages 
per second TOR CPU% AOR CPU% TCP/IP CPU% Response (ms)

CPU per Msg 
(µs)

416 16.41 3.49 12.02 <1 767

500 19.72 4.18 14.42 <1 766

556 21.90 4.65 16.09 <1 766

714 28.16 5.99 20.58 <1 766

1000 39.38 8.38 28.96 <1 767

Messages 
per second TOR CPU% AOR CPU% TCP/IP CPU% Response (ms)

CPU per Msg 
(µs)

416 17.47 3.43 8.00 <1 694

500 21.03 4.13 9.77 <1 698

556 23.32 4.59 10.74 <1 695

714 29.97 5.91 13.63 <1 693

1000 41.92 8.27 19.21 <1 694

Messages 
per second TOR CPU% AOR CPU% TCP/IP CPU% Response (ms)

CPU per Msg 
(µs)

416 13.30 3.09 0.47 1 405

500 15.98 3.72 0.55 <1 405

556 17.79 4.13 0.62 1 405

714 22.80 5.29 0.79 1 404

1000 31.91 7.40 1.09 1 405
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Figure 13   CPU cost per request for the AT-TLS configurations

HTTP configurations

This section shows the difference in cost between persistent and non-persistent connections.

Table 17 shows the performance data for CICS TS V5.3 with non-persistent HTTP connections.

Table 17   CICS TS V5.3 with non-persistent HTTP connections

The average CPU usage per message (Table 17) is 492 microseconds.

Table 18 shows the performance data for CICS TS V5.3 with persistent HTTP connections.

Table 18   CICS TS V5.3 with persistent HTTP connections
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Messages 
per second TOR CPU% AOR CPU% TCP/IP CPU% Response (ms)

CPU per Msg 
(µs)

416 16.85 3.33 0.61 <1 499

500 19.74 3.98 0.72 <1 488

556 21.96 4.43 0.80 <1 489

714 28.26 5.69 1.02 <1 489

1000 39.66 7.96 1.04 <1 490

Messages 
per second TOR CPU% AOR CPU% TCP/IP CPU% Response (ms)

CPU per Msg 
(µs)

416 12.90 3.07 0.24 1 389

500 15.51 3.70 0.29 1 390

556 17.23 4.11 0.32 1 389

714 22.17 5.29 0.41 1 392

1000 31.01 7.39 0.56 1 389
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The average CPU usage per message (Table 18 on page 21) is 389 microseconds.

Figure 14 shows the difference in cost in microseconds of CPU per request between 
persistent and non-persistent connections.

Figure 14   CPU cost per request for the HTTP configurations

Applying the results to your environment

This publication has presented reductions in CPU usage as a relative value for our workload 
under the conditions described. It is easily understood that changes introduced by a new 
release of CICS can provide a range of measured performance gains and is heavily 
dependent on many CICS configuration options, the supporting software and hardware 
environment, along with behavior of the application code. 

To understand how the demonstrated performance improvements can be applied to your 
environment, the following list provides a guide to the functional areas that you can take 
advantage of in your environment to maximize the benefit of upgrading to CICS TS V5.3:

� General improvements in CICS TS V5.3

CICS TS V5.3 uses the following techniques to provide general performance improvement 
over earlier releases of CICS:

– Use of several new hardware instructions in IBM z9®
– Cache alignment of key CICS control blocks
– Additional tuning of internal procedures

These techniques combine to reduce the overall CPU usage of a CICS region. These 
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� CICS monitoring

A reduction in lock contention for the CICS monitoring subsystem has provided benefits 
for all workloads where customers are running with CICS performance class monitoring 
records enabled (MN=ON and MNPER=ON). This benefit is available with no configuration 
changes when upgrading to CICS TS V5.3.

As part of the CICS TS V5.3 monitoring improvements, it is now more efficient to configure 
the monitoring domain to emit all monitoring fields, rather than select individual fields for 
output. For environments using a custom monitoring control table (MCT), this 
improvement can be realized by removing the DFHMCT TYPE=RECORD,CLASS=PERFORM entry 
from the MCT.

� CICS trace facility

Improvements in the CICS trace subsystem provide benefits to customers running with a 
default level of trace enabled when writing to the internal trace table. The changes have 
contributed to the overall performance improvements demonstrated between CICS V5.2 
and CICS V5.3 in this publication.

� MRO session management

CICS TS V5.3 has improved the MRO session management algorithm. In this publication, 
the benchmark uses MRO/XM links to connect the TOR with the AOR. This improvement 
can be of benefit to all workload types that use MRO sessions, with the greatest benefit 
realized when a high number of sessions are configured for each connection.

� Default TLS level

The default level of TLS in use for CICS TS V5.3 regions has been increased from V1.0 to 
V1.2. The implementation of TLS V1.2 on z/OS is more efficient than TLS V1.0. Therefore, 
a workload using the default level of TLS support in CICS TS V5.2 and earlier can see an 
improvement in CPU used per request where a handshake is required.

� SSL

When using CICS SSL support, a significant number of TCB change mode operations 
have been removed from the CICS infrastructure, a large proportion of which were in the 
SSL handshaking process. This removal of change mode operations results in a reduction 
in CPU consumed per request for each SSL request received by CICS, where the most 
impact will be seen by requests that use non-persistent connections.

� CWXN transaction

For applications that use the CICS web support (either as a web application or as a web 
service), optimizations have been made to remove the CWXN transaction where it is no 
longer necessary. If an inbound request is received by CICS, the user transaction will be 
directly attached without an intermediate CWXN transaction, if the following conditions are 
met:

– The request URI matches to an installed URIMAP 
– The connection does not use SSL support
– No custom analyzer program has been specified
– Sufficient data has been received by CICS

This removal of the CWXN transaction results in an improvement in the CPU consumed per 
web request. There is also a secondary benefit to the elimination of this task for customers 
who run with CICS performance class monitoring records enabled. Without the CWXN 
transaction, the number of SMF 110 subtype 1 records is reduced, saving DASD space for 
customers who routinely collect and store monitoring data.
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� AT-TLS aware support

AT-TLS provides the ability to abstract SSL certificate and algorithm configuration away 
from an individual CICS region and move this configuration to the network stack.

The use of AT-TLS with a CICS V5.2 or earlier has always been permitted, but with the 
disadvantage that SSL certificate information was not available to the invoked application. 
With CICS TS V5.3, an application can now extract the SSL certificate information even 
when the SSL connection is managed by the TCP/IP address space.

In addition to the CICS management benefits of AT-TLS, the range of scenarios that can 
take advantage of the CWXN task removal is increased. By using AT-TLS, each request 
received is presented to CICS as a non-SSL stream, meaning at least one of the four 
conditions for CWXN task elimination has been fulfilled, while retaining the use of an 
encrypted connection.

� z/OS Workload Manager (WLM) interaction

Although not highlighted in this paper, there have also been enhancements made to 
interactions with z/OS V2.1 WLM and V2.2 WLM. With these enhancements, transactions 
running in CICS TS V5.3 can be classified into Service and Report Classes, which directly 
measure and report their CPU consumption. CICS has been enhanced to continuously 
measure CPU consumption for every transaction without the need to activate CICS 
performance class monitoring. These measurements are aggregated by z/OS WLM to 
provide enhanced reporting in SMF records and RMF reports. The CPU measurements 
for workload that are classified in this way make it simpler and more efficient to collect the 
data required for mobile workload pricing.

Summary

This publication has presented a selection of configuration scenarios for a web services 
workload to demonstrate performance improvements introduced in the CICS TS for z/OS 
V5.3 release.

In all of the benchmarks described in this paper, we have demonstrated that upgrading from 
CICS TS V5.2 to CICS TS V5.3 can provide performance benefits with no configuration 
changes. Additionally, CICS TS V5.3 introduces several new features that potentially offer 
even greater savings, in terms of CPU usage, reduction in transaction concurrency allowing 
greater throughput, and a reduction in management overhead. 

Upgrading to CICS TS V5.3 from releases earlier than CICS V5.2 has the potential to offer 
even greater improvements than those detailed in this paper. Refer to the following CICS TS 
V5.1 and V5.2 documentation to understand how cumulative changes in the CICS TS product 
can further improve performance for your environment:

http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSGMCP_5.1.0/com.ibm.cics.ts.whatsnew.d
oc/topics/dfhe4_whatsnew.html

http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSGMCP_5.2.0/com.ibm.cics.ts.whatsnew.d
oc/topics/dfhe4_whatsnew.html

This paper also describes some of the performance improvements observed by SSL 
workloads when upgrading hardware from an IBM zEnterprise EC12 to an IBM z13™. These 
performance results highlight the improvements introduced by the z13, including CP Assist for 
Cryptographic Function (CPACF) and use of the new Crypto Express 5S cryptographic 
coprocessors. Other types of workloads can provide benefits from other enhancements made 
in the z13. 
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